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ABSTRACT: We report the reswelling transition of a
physically crosslinked polyelectrolyte hydrogel in water,
which was prepared using poly(sodium acrylate) as the main
constituent and Al ions as the crosslinker. The nonmonotonic
swelling behavior was observed at room temperature (258C)
under the continuous exchange of water; an as-prepared gel
swelled at the first stage (the swelling process) and then
shrunk very slowly at the second stage (deswelling process).
In the deswelling process, the water exchange was stopped
and the diameter of the gel in a limited amount of water was
measured as a function of the temperature. The gels
reswelled at different transition temperatures in the heating
processes, which depended on the initial diameter at 258C
(resulting from the different numbers of water exchange).

The reswollen state was stable at 258C and could shrink again
as a result of successive water exchanges at 258C. In the fol-
lowing temperature increase in the closed system, the reswel-
ling phenomenon was observed again. The destruction of the
hydrogen bonds introduced by the water exchange was con-
firmed by the attenuated total refraction Fourier transform
infrared measurements. The reversible transition behavior
between the deswollen and the reswollen states is discussed
in terms of the formation and destruction of the hydrogen
bonds. � 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 105: 3809–
3816, 2007
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, some interesting swelling properties were
reported on polyelectrolyte hydrogels consisting of a
chemically or physically crosslinked network of linear
polymers that have carboxyl groups.1–7 As for the
chemical gels,1–4 the swelling ratio and the phase
transition behavior of strongly ionized poly(N-isopro-
pylacrylamide-co-sodium acrylate) gels were exten-
sively investigated under the continuous exchange of
solvent water. The size and the transition behavior
were easily and precisely controlled by the number of
water exchanges. These phenomena have been inter-
preted in terms of the exchange of counter ions by
protons and the formation of the dimeric form of a
hydrogen bond between carboxyl and carbonyl
groups. As for the physical gels,5–7 the swelling
behavior of poly(sodium acrylate) (PSA) gels cross-
linked by Al ions was investigated in detail by the
repeated exchange of solvent water. The gel exhibited
two relaxation processes in the nonmonotonic swel-
ling behavior by the repeated water exchange; it
swelled at the first stage and then shrank at the sec-

ond stage, where the swelling ratio approached the
smaller swelling ratio than the initial one of as-pre-
pared gel. The observations were explained using a
qualitative model based on the ion exchanges and the
creation of a hydrogen bond. These phenomena are
believed to be common properties of hydrogels,
regardless of whether they are chemically or physi-
cally crosslinked when they have the carboxyl groups
in their polymer networks.

There are two noteworthy findings of these pio-
neering works for the practical applications of the
polyelectrolyte hydrogels. One is that the swelling
ratio of the gel depends on the amount of water at a
fixed temperature (room temperature); it is necessary
to take care of the amount of water around the gel
when the gel is put into a solvent, water, after com-
pletion of its gelation. Even after the gel reached the
equilibrium state, the swelling ratio can be changed if
the gel is put out from the ‘‘old’’ water solvent and
placed in ‘‘new’’ pure water. The other is that the di-
ameter of the gel decreased rapidly at room tempera-
ture by the repeated change of water because of the
formation of hydrogen bonds. All these observations
were obtained at room temperature. In order to fol-
low up our previous work7 on the formation of the
hydrogen bonds at room temperature, it is highly de-
sirable to investigate the recovering process of the gel
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to the initial swollen state because of the destruction
of the hydrogen bonds.

In this study, we investigated the temperature de-
pendence of the swelling behavior of PSA hydrogels
physically crosslinked by aluminum ions, which have
been widely used in the medical field in products
such as anti-inflammatory analgesic cataplasm. The
changes in diameter of the deswollen gels by the suc-
cessive water exchanges were measured during the
heating process, and the formation and destruction
of the hydrogen bond were examined by analyzing
the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra. To
investigate the conformation, dissociation and bond-
ing state of the functional groups of the swollen gels
in water, an attenuated total refraction (ATR) FTIR
was used.4,7–9 The effects of the hydrogen bond on
the swelling behavior were examined in detail. Our
interest was focused on how the formation and
destruction of the hydrogen bonds can affect the
swelling behavior of the present physically cross-
linked hydrogels.

EXPERIMENTAL

PSA gels physically crosslinked by Al ions were pre-
pared5–7 by mixing 50 g of a PSA aqueous solution
(for the main constituent, Wako Pure Chemical Indus-
tries; 18.1 wt % of PSA (31% of the total Na1 ions was
replaced by protons); average degree of polymeriza-
tion from 2700 to 7500) with 0.5g of aluminum hy-
droxide Al(OH)3 (for the crosslinker, Kyowa Chemi-
cal Industry, 1 wt % of a PSA solution). After 2.1 g
(0.014 mol) of L(1)-tartaric acid (Wako Pure Chemical
Industries) was added to the solution to adjust the
solution pH in an acidic condition, the mixed solution
was stirred with a spatula. By adding tartaric acid,
the pH of the solution changed from �9.5 to �5. It is
noteworthy that the amount of tartaric acid (a dicar-
boxylic acid) added was small enough not to affect
the experiments.

Two types of thin capillaries (one: inner volume
5 50 lL; the other: inner volume5 2 lL) were inserted
into the solution to make the gels with a uniform
cylindrical shape. The solution was sealed with a par-
afilm to prevent evaporation and was left in the air at
room temperature (around 258C) for 1 week. After ge-
lation, the cylindrical gels (designated here as ‘‘50 lL-
gel’’ and ‘‘2 lL-gel’’) were removed from the capilla-
ries and dehydrated in air at 458C for 2 days. The
dehydration treatment was necessary for the present
weak gel with a small density of crosslinking not to
rupture by the successive water exchanges (see Ref.
7). The dehydrated gels were stored in a desiccator.
The total monomer concentration of nonprotonated
and protonated sodium acrylates in the gels at gela-
tion before the dehydration was around 2.32 mol/L,

and that of Al ions was 0.14 mol/L. It is noteworthy
that the maximum amount of Al(OH)3 to contribute
to crosslinking is �5.5 times larger than the present
sample when the valence per Al ion is ideal, i.e., 3.
Considering the fact that the diffusion of Al ions into
solvent by the water exchange (or flow) is about 20%
of the nominal amount,7 one can say that the cross-
linking density of the present gel was weak enough to
swell and shrink evidently in response to the changes
in external conditions. The diameter was measured
by an optical microscope apparatus equipped with a
calibrated Charge Coupled Device camera and with a
video processor. In the present study, the swelling
degree of the gel was represented by the swelling
ratio, d/d0, where d0 was the gelation diameter (the
inner diameter of the glass capillary in which the gel
was prepared; the diameters of 50 lL-gel and 2 lL-gel
were 1.46 and 0.283 mm, respectively) and d is the
measured diameter of the gel.

The midinfrared spectra of PSA solutions and PSA–
Al gels were measured using an FTIR spectrophotom-
eter (Jasco: FT/IR-610) equipped with an ATR (atte-
nuated total reflectance) attachment with ZnSe crys-
tal. The appropriate amount of the polymer solution
or the gel was placed on the ZnSe crystal, and the
FTIR spectra were then measured at room tempera-
ture. The spectra, which were obtained by subtracting
the solvent component measured under the same con-
dition, were normalized based on the C��H bending
vibration at 1470–1430 cm21. The components of the
absorption band at 1600–1300 cm21 were deduced
from the second-derivative of the spectra. The com-
plex absorption band was then resolved by applying
the curve-fitting method using the mixed Gaussian–
Lorentzian function. All spectra were found to
involve C��H bending vibration consisting of three
peaks around 1450 cm21. The total absorbance of
three peaks integrated between 1470 and 1430 cm21

was assumed to be equivalent in the present experi-
mental conditions and the spectra were normalized
by the total area.7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reswelling transition

Figure 1 shows the change in the swelling ratio, d/d0,
by the initial treatment of water exchange at room
temperature (open system) and the reswelling transi-
tion by successive heating in a limited amount of
water (closed system). In the case of 50 lL-gel [Fig.
1(a)], the dehydrated gel was put in 100 mL of solvent
pure water, which was repeatedly exchanged every
24 h. The diameter of the gel was measured just before
the solvent was exchanged. In the case of 2 lL-gel
[Fig. 1(b)], on the other hand, the dehydrated gel was
placed in a quartz capillary (inner diameter5 6.0 mm)
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in which the solvent water flowed continuously with
a constant speed, 1.2 mL/min, from a reservoir of dis-
tilled deionized water. The gel exhibited two relaxa-
tion processes in the nonmonotonic swelling behavior
by the repeated water exchanges or by the water
flow; it swelled at the first stage and shrank at the sec-
ond stage, where the swelling ratio approached the
initial one of as-prepared gel. This nonmonotonic
behavior is qualitatively consistent with the reported
results on the gels prepared with a much larger
amount (4 wt % of a PSA solution) of Al(OH)3.

5–7

This behavior is attributed to the diffusion of Al ions
into the solvent, the exchange of Na1 counter ions by
protons, and the formation of a hydrogen bond. This
characteristic swelling behavior in this system is
observed when the gel is repeatedly (or continuously)
placed in ‘‘new’’ pure water at the respective treat-

ment. In the respective water exchange (or in the
water flow), the osmotic pressure (swelling force) cre-
ated by the counter ions trapped within the Donnan
potential changed to reach the respective ‘‘new’’ equi-
librium osmotic pressure. As is shown in Figure 1, the
rate of the diameter change depended on the gelation
diameter d0 (1.46 or 0.283 mm). The total amount of
the exchanged water for the 50 lL-gel (d0 5 1.46 mm)
was 10 L (100 times for 2400 h) and that for the 2 lL-
gel (d0 5 0.283 mm) was 1.5 L (1.2 mL/min for 1250
h). The former was �6.7 times larger than the latter,
which did not qualitatively correspond to the ratio of
the gel volume (around 25 times). This result is incon-
sistent with the reported one,3 which indicated that
the ratio of the total amounts between two treatments
(the water exchange and the water flow) was approxi-
mately proportional to the ratio of the gel volume at

Figure 1 Change in the swelling ratios, d/d0 of (a) 50 lL-gel and (b) 2 lL-gel. Left figures: the pure water was repeatedly
exchanged in a constant interval at room temperature (a), or continuously flowed with a constant speed (b). The initial
d/d0 cannot be determined since the gel was in a dehydrated state (It should be lower than d/d0 5 1). Right figures: the
temperature was successively increased where the gel was held in a closed system (limited amount of water). In the case
of the water flow (b), d/d0 5 2.8 at time 5 0, since the as-prepared gel (d/d0 5 1) rapidly swelled just after the sample set
with water. Lines were added to guide the eye.
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gelation. This result indicated that the speed of the
water flow was much larger than the time typically
required for the gel to reach equilibrium. It is note-
worthy that the initial (�5) increased to reach 5.8
(pure water) step by step during the water exchange.

In the deswelling process, the water exchange or
flow was stopped when d/d0 dropped below �5. After
the gel reached equilibrium in a closed system (when
the gel was in a limited amount of water) at 258C, the
temperature was gradually increased. Here, this equi-
librium swelling ratio at 258C was denoted as the ini-
tial swelling ratio, d/d0 (258C). As is shown in Figure
1, the reswelling transition was observed regardless
of d0. When the temperature was increased, d/d0 did
not change in the lower range and the gel discontinu-
ously swelled at the transition point. After the reswel-
ling transition, d/d0 did not change in the swollen
state with further increasing the temperature.

Figure 2 shows the reswelling transition tempera-
ture, Treswell, as a function of d/d0 (at 258C). It is evi-
dent that Treswell increased with d/d0 (258C) and that
Treswell could be traced on a line regardless of d0. This
observation is inconsistent with the conventional pre-
diction. According to the conventional swelling
theory based on the Flory-type free energy,10–12 it is
expected in the case of the swelling transition with
increasing temperature that the temperature should
be increased higher when the osmotic shrinking
pressure in the collapsed state becomes stronger.
Although we do not have a decisive picture to

describe the relation between the reswelling transition
temperature and d/d0 (258C), it could be related to
the cooperative destruction of the hydrogen bonds by
the temperature increase. It is noteworthy that the
present swelling transition is not reversible by a tem-
perature change, and, in that sense, it is not a phase
transition.11 Therefore, the conventional swelling
theory might not be applicable to this phenomenon in
its conventional form. We believe that it is necessary
to modify by taking into consideration the chemical
aspects of the molecular level, such as an orienta-
tional coordination, of the two monomers (see later
discussion).

ATR FTIR measurements and analysis

Figure 3 shows the ATR FTIR spectra with different
numbers of water exchange, as indicated in the inset
figure, states A, B, and C on the swelling process (the
first stage) and states C, D, E, F, and G on the deswel-
ling process (the second stage). Two strong absorp-
tion peaks were observed at around 1560 and
1410 cm21 in the spectra of state A (before the water
exchange) and state B (after the first water exchange).
According to our preliminary study of the gels pre-
pared with 4 wt % aluminum hydroxide Al(OH)3 of a
PSA solution,5–7 these two peaks were expected to
correspond to the dissociated carboxyl groups
(��COO2). The overall shapes of the spectra of the
present gels (1 wt %) are similar to that of the
reported one (4 wt %), which indicates that most car-
boxyl groups in the gel were dissociated and did not
form a hydrogen bond immediately after the water
exchange was started. In the spectrum of state C, in
addition to the two peaks, a peak was evident at

Figure 2 Reswelling transition temperature, Treswell, of a
50 lL-gel (open symbols) and a 2 lL-gel (closed symbols),
obtained in Figure 1, as a function of the initial swelling
ratio, d/d0, at 258C. This initial d/d0 was obtained when
water exchange (or flow) was stopped after an insufficient
water exchange (or flow); therefore it depended on the
degree of the water exchange (or flow).

Figure 3 ATR FTIR spectra of gels in the swelling proc-
esses (from State A (d/d0 5 1), via B (d/d0 5 6.55) to C(d/d0
5 8.39)) and in the deswelling process (from State C, via D
(d/d0 5 8.34), E (d/d0 5 6.33), and F (d/d0 5 3.79) to G (d/d0
5 1.16)). The schematic of swelling behavior is shown in
the inset.
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around 1710 cm21, which corresponds to the associ-
ated carboxyl groups7; the relative broad peak at
1710 cm21 indicates the coexistence of a hydrogen
bonded (in a monomeric or dimeric form) and nonhy-
drogen bonded carboxyl groups, and the present
peak at 1710 cm21 should correspond to the hydrogen
bonded carboxyl group. In the course of this swelling
process (from state A via B, to C), the two peaks grad-
ually decreased, which suggests that the Al ions dif-
fused into the solvent and the Na1 counter ions were
exchanged by protons because of the relatively low
pH (around 5.8) of solvent water at the point where
the hydrogen bond was accelerated and formed at the
end of the swelling process. On the other hand, in the
IR spectra on the deswelling process (state C via D, E,
and F, to G), the absorption peaks at around 1560 and
1410 cm21 slightly decreased, whereas the absorption
peaks at around 1710 and 1300–1200 cm21 clearly
increased with increasing the number of repeated
water exchanges. This observation indicates that the
dimeric carboxyl groups were formed through the
hydrogen bond. In addition, a strong absorption peak
appeared at around 1640–1650 cm21 in the highly
deswollen states (F and G).

To make clear the effects of Al ions on the IR spec-
trum, the peak positions of the interaction between
the polymer and Al ions should be assigned from the
spectra of high accuracy with superb S/N ratio. At
this moment, it is difficult to distinguish them from
the present data because the band overlaps with a sin-
gle broad band and cannot be distinguished from the
present data.7 The following discussion, however,
might be reasonable since the diffusion of Al ions into
the solvent was expected to be completed in the first
stage (the swelling process) and did not strongly
affect the diffusion of Al ions into the solvent.7

After the reswelling transition, the temperature
slowly decreased and the gel was left at 258C for a
long time (2 months at most). The results showed that
d/d0 maintained the reswollen value and did not
return to the initial d/d0 (at 258C). Therefore, the ATR
FTIR spectra of the deswollen and reswollen states of
gels can be measured at room temperature (called the
P and Q states, respectively). Figure 4 shows a com-
parison of the IR spectra between the deswollen state
(at 258C, d/d0 5 2.7; P2.7) after an insufficient water
exchange [from Fig. 1(a)] and its reswollen state (at
258C after the reswelling transition to d/d0 5 4.9; Q4.9

(see the inset)). As is shown in this figure, the absorp-
tion peaks at around 1710 and 1300–1200 cm21 clearly
decreased as a result of the reswelling transition,
which indicates that the dimeric carboxyl groups
through the hydrogen bond were destroyed. In addi-
tion, the absorption peak observed at around 1640–
1650 cm21 in Figure 4 was suppressed in the spec-
trum of the reswollen gel. Although we do not have a
decisive picture to explain the peak in this range, the

apparent change might be related to the formation
and destruction of a hydrogen bond.

Reproducibility of the reswelling transition

To explore the swelling behavior after the reswelling
transition, the gel was successively placed again
under a second water exchange (100 mL, every 24 h)
at 258C. After shrinking to d/d0 from which the first
heating had started, the temperature was gradually
increased again. Figure 5 shows an example of the
successive temperature increases used in the first and
second water exchange processes [the first one is also
shown in Fig. 1(a)]. It is evident that the swelling
behavior in the second water exchange was identical
to that in the first one. In the second treatment, the
water exchange was again stopped at P1.3 (2nd) (d/d0
of 1.3 was reached again after about 70 more daily
replacements, compared with the first deswelling
process, counting from d/d0 5 4.7), and the tempera-
ture increased. The gel then exhibited a reswelling
transition similar to the first one once again; however,
the transition temperature was slightly larger and the
reswollen gel took a slightly larger d/d0 because of
the slight difference of d/d0 (at 258C). The slight incre-
ment of the transition temperature might have
resulted from the fact that P1.3 (2nd) was slightly larger
than that of P1.3.

To compare the two deswollen states, P1.3 and P1.3

(2nd), in Figure 5, the ATR FTIR spectra were obtained.
The overall features of two spectra were determined
to be the same, and the absorption peaks at around
1710 and 1300–1200 cm21, which decreased by the
reswelling transition (similar to the change in Fig. 4),
were recovered by the second repeated water

Figure 4 An example of ATR FTIR spectra of gels before
and after the reswelling transition. In this transition, the
initial state before the reswelling transition was obtained
by insufficient water exchanges with d/d0 (258C) 5 2.7.
The details of the swelling behavior are shown in the
inset.
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exchange. This evidence indicates that the hydrogen
bonds between the two dimeric carboxyl groups,
which were broken during the reswelling transition,
could be recovered by the second water exchange.

The experimental results are summarized as fol-
lows: the hydrogen bond between the carboxyl
groups was destroyed by the temperature increase,
and the number of hydrogen bonded carboxyl groups
(��COOH) increased during the water exchange.

Analysis of the nonionized carboxyl
region of the spectra

To investigate the formation of the hydrogen bond in
detail, a curve-fitting analysis of the nonionized car-
boxyl region (1800–1500 cm21) was performed by
deconvoluting the spectra. The results of the second
derivative spectra determined that there were four
peaks (�1748, 1738, 1716, and 1700 cm21) reproduci-
ble in this region. The existence of four components
would be expected to contribute to the C¼¼O band of
nonionized carboxyl groups. According to litera-
ture,4,7,13,14 the peak of the C¼¼O stretching vibration
of the free (nonhydrogen-bonded) ��COOH group
appears at �1740 cm21, and that of the C¼¼O stretch-
ing vibration of the cyclic hydrogen-bonded ��COOH
group in the dimeric form appears at a rather low
wave number (�1710 cm21). Therefore, the peak
located at �1748 cm21 can be assigned to the C¼¼O
stretching vibration of the free carboxyl groups (free
C¼¼O), and the peak located at �1716 cm21 can be
assigned to the C¼¼O stretching vibration of the cyclic
hydrogen-bonded carboxyl groups of SA in the di-
meric form (C¼¼O���H��O hydrogen bond). The peaks
located at �1738 and 1700 cm21 might correspond to
some combinations of side chains that are not clear at

the present time. A recent report15 suggested that the
peaks of the C¼¼O stretching vibration of the hydro-
gen-bonded ��COOH group in a lateral fashion and
in a face-on fashion appear in this region. Moreover,
the wave number of the free C¼¼O band might
depend upon whether or not its O��H group is
hydrogen-bonded or free. Because of the lack of fur-
ther experimental observations, it is difficult to make
a precise assignment on the basis of the present data.
The observed peaks located at �1738 and 1700 cm21,
however, might be assigned to the C¼¼O stretching
vibration of the hydrogen-bonded carboxyl groups in
a lateral fashion and a face-on fashion that are related
with the main peaks at 1748 and 1716 cm21. We now
believe that the peaks located at �1738 and 1700 cm21

could have similar roles in determining the macro-
scopic conformations of gels with main peaks at 1748
and 1716 cm21, respectively. On the basis of this
assumption, the percentage of the sum of the peak
areas of two components at 1716 and 1700 cm21 (and
that of two components at 1748 and 1738 cm21) to the
total area was calculated in Figure 6 for the states
obtained for the different stages in the deswelling
process by water exchange and for the successive re-
and deswollen states. The data presented in this
figure show that the cyclic hydrogen bond between
the two carboxyl groups was formed as a result of the
repeated water exchanges and was destroyed by the
temperature increase. The formation and destruction
of the hydrogen bond was found to be reversible by
the treatment of water exchanges and successive tem-
perature increases [Fig. 6(b)].

A broad peak at 1300–1200 cm21 was clearly
observed in the spectrum of states E, F, and G. This
broad peak can be assigned to the coupled peaks of
the C¼¼O stretching vibration and the O��H bending

Figure 5 Changes in d/d0 by the two sets of the water exchanges and successive temperature increases. The gel in the
first deswollen state, P1.3, exhibited the reswelling transition by the increasing temperature and changed to the reswollen
state, Q4.7, after the gel was left at 258C for more than 1 month (open circles). The gel was successively placed again under
a second water exchange and changed to the second deswollen state, P1.3(2nd), (closed circles).
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vibration in the cyclic hydrogen bond between two
carboxyl groups.13 Therefore, in the process of
repeated water exchanges, the original counter ions
Na1 could be replaced by protons, the number of the
nonionized carboxyl groups (��COOH) increased,
and pairs of nonionized carboxyl groups were
formed through hydrogen bond; it is possible that
there are not only monomeric or dimeric forms of
hydrogen bonds between carboxyl groups and/or
amide groups in lateral fashions and face-on fash-
ions,15,16 but also hydrogen bonds between a side
chain of carboxyl or amide group and a water mole-
cule (Fig. 7).

Effects of the formation and destruction of a
hydrogen bond on the swelling behavior

In the present experiments, the reswelling transition
of the physically crosslinked hydrogels was, for the
first time, observed using weakly crosslinked PSA
gels. Repeated experiments of deswelling by water
exchanges and reswelling by temperature increases
proved that the formation and destruction of hydro-
gen bonds were qualitatively but reproducibly
detected, which indicates that this is a universal prop-
erty in a system in which the hydrogen bond is domi-
nant among the intermolecular forces to create attrac-
tive forces in the system. As noted above, the present
transition is not a phase transition that has been
reported in other systems in response to temperature
changes, such as those used with IPN gels,17 random
copolymer gels with multiple phases,18 and random
copolymer gels with hydrogen bond.19 These phase
transition gels are all chemical gels. The reason that
the present system did not recover to the initial dia-

meter before the reswelling transition could be the
weak crosslinked network. Once the hydrogen bond
was destroyed, it could not be formed in the polymer
system. It is believed that each of the four fundamen-
tal interactions, hydrogen bond, hydrophobic interac-
tion, the van der Waals interaction, and electrostatic
interaction induces a phase transition between two
different phases in water at near body temperature.
The present observation of the irreversible transitions
indicated that the hydrogen bond in the physical gel
system of PSA is strong enough to induce deswelling
by water exchange but too weak to induce a shrinking

Figure 6 Relationship between the states of gels and the peak area ratio of the two components of the main peaks at
1748 and 1716 cm21, [AI]/[AT] (open circles) and [AII]/[AT] (closed circles). [AI], [AII], and [AT] denote the sum of the peak
areas of two components at 1716 and 1700 cm21, the sum of those at 1748 and 1738 cm21, and the sum of [AI] and [AII],
respectively. The lines guide the eye.

Figure 7 Possible forms of free C¼¼O and/or hydrogen-
bonded C¼¼O illustrated for the carboxyl group (��COOH):
free C¼¼Owithout hydrogen-bond, free C¼¼O, and hydrogen-
bonded C¼¼O between two monomers in a lateral fashion
and a face-on fashion, and two hydrogen-bonded C¼¼O
between two monomers.
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transition by cooling back to around room tempera-
ture. From the stand point of the molecular level, a
plausible explanation is as follows: the hydrogen
bond requires an orientational coordination of two
monomers, which is more difficult to form than
another physical bonds such as hydrophobic, the van
der Waals, and electrostatic interactions. It might be
very difficult for the present system in its swollen
state to arrange many orientations for the formation
hydrogen bonds to induce the shrinking transition. It
will be interesting to study the phase behavior of
physical gels, in which combinations of hydrogen
bonds and each of the four fundamental interactions
are introduced and their balance is varied by chang-
ing the variables, such as temperature, solvent com-
position, and pH. We believe that such a study will
reveal a fascinating new aspect in the phase behavior
of hydrogels in general, and, in particular, of physi-
cally crosslinked hydrogels.

CONCLUSION

PSA gels physically crosslinked by Al ions were pre-
pared, and the nonmonotonic swelling behavior
(swelling and deswelling) was observed by the
repeated exchange of solvent water at room tempera-
ture. The formation of a hydrogen bond was con-
firmed by the measurements of ATR FTIR spectros-
copy on gels with different swelling ratios. The car-
boxyl groups were gradually protonated on the
swelling process and on the deswelling process the
carboxyl dimers through the hydrogen bond were
gradually formed by long-term water exchange that
resulted in the shrinkage of the gel in open systems.

The changes in the swelling ratio of the deswollen
gels with different swelling ratios at 258C were meas-
ured as a function of the temperature. The reswelling
transition was dependent on the heating process in
closed systems. The reswelling transition temperature
depended on the initial swelling ratio at 258C, and the
larger the swelling ratio, the larger the transition tem-
perature. In the cooling process, on the other hand,
the reswollen state did not recover to the deswollen
gels and it was stable at 258C for a long period (more
than one month). However, the reswollen state could
shrink as a result of successive water exchanges at
258C. The swelling behavior (the deswelling by
repeated water exchanges and the reswelling transi-
tion by the temperature increases) was qualitatively

but reproducibly observed in the successive second
treatment. These unique behaviors could be attrib-
uted to the conformational changes of polymer net-
works related to the formation and destruction of
hydrogen bonds, which were confirmed by measure-
ments using ATR FTIR spectroscopy. The macro-
scopic swelling behavior completely corresponded to
the microscopic structural changes in all succes-
sive treatments conducted here (the water exchanges
in open systems and temperature changes in closed
systems).

The present observations, we believe, are of crucial
importance not only for understanding the phase
transition related of polyelectrolyte hydrogels but
also for developing the future practical applications
of hydrogels as functional elements. The technique
presented here can be used to control the reversible
formation and destruction of hydrogen bonds just by
changing the amount of solvent water and the tem-
perature without the use of chemicals.
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